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Our first meeting of the year will once again be
conducted via Zoom commencing at 8pm
Our Guest Speaker this month sees the welcome
return of

Steve Worsley
Whose subject is
“ You are the VAR”
Zoom joining Link is
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85144754234
Meeting ID: 851 4475 4234

The February meeting will be on
Monday 1st February 2021
The deadline for the February Warbler is
Friday 22nd January
The views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
Society or its’ Committee
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Hello Everyone
Welcome to 2021 and equally as importantly, another issue
of your Warbler.
Firstly, I hope you all managed to make the best of Christmas and New Year despite the circumstances and that you
at least got to see your families and loved ones, either in
person or via the wonders of Zoom, Microsoft Teams or
Facetime.
Thank you to all of you who were able to attend our virtual
Christmas Do – massive thanks must go to Vince, Pat and Jacko for providing
over two hours of quality (I’ve looked up the definition of quality so trust me!!)
entertainment on the night, all done under the watchful eye of our usual
Compere Martin Read (he was on loan to the audience for the night) who hopefully approved of the format – I’m sure he’s already itching to be back in the Hot
Seat next December though?!!
I’m sure Mac will have made more studious notes than I throughout the evening
to ensure you’re given a full run-down of the night elsewhere in this issue.
This month’s Guest Speaker is our old (in every sense of the word) friend Steve
Worsley who will be utilising all our technological expertise to bring us another of
his now-famous interactive sessions. Please do make the effort to join and start
off 2021 in a positive fashion as Steve’s evenings are ALWAYS guaranteed to
be thought-provoking and fun. Steve, you’re very welcome as always and we’re
looking forward to hosting you.
With us living currently within Tier 4, this has meant more football cancellations
and crowds reduced to going back to the comfort of their living rooms to get their
football fix. All I can say is please stay positive, football WILL return at semiprofessional and grassroots level as soon as is possible – in the meantime, if
you’re wanting to chat about anything, football related or not, please do get in
touch with me or one of your football colleagues/friends – it’s genuinely OK to
not feel OK sometimes and if this is the case, please don’t feel your burdening
anyone as you won’t be – you’re only ever one phone call, email or text away
from a friendly face or voice.
So, let’s start 2021 in a positive fashion – let’s all log in on the 4th January to
welcome Steve Worsley and enjoy his presentation, let’s get behind the Centenary Club that Jacko has put a lot of work into (I’ll be writing to you all separately
about this very soon too), let’s come to the meetings with lots of questions on
recent match scenarios or things you’ve seen as we all love to discuss these
and let’s in general commit to making 2021 a positive one – it’s YOUR society!!
Finally, may I wish all of you, your families, and your loved ones a very healthy
and safe 2021. Here’s to happier times for us all.
Best wishes to you all.

Andy
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Know Your Observer
Over the past few seasons as I’ve been fortunate enough to
move through the ranks, I’ve got used to Observers being
very much part of the match day “experience”.
As a Level 4 & Level 3 referee, the Observer would be appointed anything between a month or a few days before your game. My inbox
would let me know that I had a new email informing me of the name and contact
details of the appointed Observer and it was always regarded as good practice
to get in touch with them ahead of the game to say hello and let them know what
time you intended to arrive, invite them to join you for a cuppa and a biscuit etc.
If you were extra fortunate, you may get an Observer appointed who a) you
knew and got on well with and/or b) was regarded as a “referees’ man” and a
“good guy”. There’s always the flip side to that as well remember!!
Since getting into the professional game two seasons ago, Observers are appointed to EVERY game, so you then get to learn how to play the system a little
bit. There are some real characters on the circuit and ALL of them have either
refereed or run the line at the highest level too.
Since Covid struck back in March, Observers on the National League and EFL
have been asked not to meet the match officials’ pre-match; They arrive at the
ground 60mins before kick-off, watch the game and simply go home and await
the match footage to be released
The only contact we now have pre-match is the Observer sending out a Zoom
invite for 24hrs after the game for the debrief to take place virtually – some officials prefer this as we can get away from the ground within 30mins of the final
whistle being blown and some officials dislike it as they’d rather know the Observer’s thoughts ASAP and not have to give up another 30-45mins the next
night to go through things.
Which leads me on to a debrief I was part of this season.
The Observer in question is HIGHLY respected and officiated at the HIGHEST
level possible. One of my colleagues on the game was asked to give his
thoughts on a particular decision that he made (along with the referee) during
the game. The observer wasn’t convinced as to his explanation and asked a few
more probing questions. I could see my colleague was getting more and more
worked up with these questions and that the referee hadn’t particularly jumped
to his defence either!! Eventually my colleague cracked and despite his experience and number of years in the game he went back at the Observer in a way
that the rest of us on the debrief call just sat there in disbelief. Suffice to say that
the Observer didn’t take too kindly to it but kept his polite, calm exterior whilst
remaining professional at the same time.
It was the first time I’d been a part of any debrief (pre- or post-COVID-19) that
had been anything other than mildly tense, but it taught me that sometimes you
just have to know your audience and also how to read people.
It’s another learning experience on my football journey and one that showed me
that you don’t just learn when performing on the green bit, but also away from
the game and in the comfort of your own home.

Andy
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2020/21 Membership
70 Full Members

2020 Current Status
General

£2379.57

Supplies

£200.37

Belgium

£0.00

10 Friends
3Affiliate Members

Training Fund

76 Referees trained in 2019/2020 Centenary Fund (formerly
Youth Fund)
Total

£181.97
£6520.03
£3,413.94

♦

Big thanks to Bryan “ Jacko” Jackson for not only buying the prizes for the
Society’s Christmas Meeting but also, in his Santa Claus guise, delivering
them to the worthy winners of the Christmas Quiz and Treasure Hunt. Unfortunately Rudolph and his fellow reindeer were otherwise occupied, so he
had to rely on his trusty Toyota ( Hybrid of course) ably assisted no doubt by
Jacko Junior. Aka Tom.

♦

Please take a minute to acquaint yourself with the planned “Centenary Club”
proposal on page 10. Application forms will be sent out later this month. The
committee hope that as many members as possible will get behind the
scheme in order to build up sufficient funds to be able to celebrate our centenary year in 2027 in style.

4th January

Society Meeting. Steve Worsley

1st February

Society Meeting - Dave Phillips

1st March

Society meeting AGM

12th April

Society Meeting

10th May

Society Meeting
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It’s been a funny old year. Actually it’s not been much fun at all and doesn't look
like getting any better soon for most of us. However the encouraging news that the
vaccines have been approved and are starting to be rolled out is very good news
indeed. I was told by the nurse giving me my flu jab that I would be in the 4th wave
being as I’ve reached the biblical three score years and ten. I’ve since read that
that should be in February some time, which would be good as it means I might
feel safe to start refereeing again before the end of the season.
I was walking the hound over Waterer’s Park the other Saturday and stopped to
watch the game being played on the pitch there. I recognised the referee and wandered over to say hello at half time He mentioned that Aldershot Referees’ Society, of which he is a member, have not had any meetings, Zoom or otherwise.
since start of the pandemic. In fact the only communication he’s received was to
be asked to pay his subscription.
This made me realise what great fortune it is that we have Andy Bennett as our
chairman. I’m sure without his drive and enthusiasm we would be in a similar
situation. The fact that he has not only set up the Zoom meetings but organised
video clips of match incidents for us to discuss is testament to the hard work he
puts in to keep the Woking Society one of the best (if not the) in Surrey and even
Hampshire. So thanks Andy
Tears for Tiers.? Yes here we are in Tier 4 and family Christmas’s across the
country ruined for many. My wife and I had planned for our son and daughter in
law and their 3 year old to spend Christmas Eve and the following morning with us
before heading back to their home in Saffron Waldron and dinner with the other
half of their family. Our daughter, who lives alone and is part of our family bubble,
had also planed to stay over Christmas. Obviously our son and his family couldn't
travel but our daughter, who is a teacher and whose school had a big out break of
positive Covid pupils and teachers, felt unwell and decided to have a test. This
was on Monday 21st December. We were then on tenterhooks waiting for the result, which she didn't receive until Christmas Day, having isolated herself in her
flat for the preceding week. The test result was positive even though she did not
have the usual symptoms, just those of a normal cold plus a headache. Actually
she was glad that the test was positive, as it meant that at least missing the family
Christmas was justified. So it was just my wife and I and Henry the dog Christmas
day. Then, to top it all off, the turkey crown we had been delivered turned out to be
off. The smell when we unwrapped it was awful and the skin slimy. A rummage in
the freezer produced some chicken fillets, so we had to make do with them. Still,
the wine and port tasted good. So yes there were tears this year. Thank goodness
for Whatsapp video which meant we were able to see and chat with all the family
together on Christmas Day.
Lets hope ‘21 brings us much more fun.
Happy New Year to you all.

Mac
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. What was the first Christmas song played from space? Was the first
question we were asked by Pat, bedecked with a garland of tinsel around his
bonce and zooming to us from his hotel room in Glasgow. And we were off with
12 rounds of 5 questions related to all things Christmas.
22 members and guests and the occasional wife all dressed in festive garb had
been welcomed by Andy to the Society’s alternative Christmas bash, which had
been organised by Pat and Vince. And what a great success it was.
Pat really had pulled out all the stops and put together an excellent quiz which
really tested our knowledge of all things Christmas.
For example, did you know that St Nicholas was born in Turkey in 280 AD? 2
points if you did (I didn’t as it happens) On we went through Christmas song lyrics, Christmas around the world, Christmas Food and Drink and finishing off with
a fiendish mathematical bunch of questions based around the song “The 12
Days of Christmas” You certainly needed to know your numbers of gold rings,
laying geese, milking maids, leaping lords etc.
AND The Winner was with a score of 50 …...Chris Little aided by his good lady.
It was then the turn of our President, Vince, who had organised a “treasure
hunt”. Once Vince had found his green button (for screen sharing) we were
presented with a list of 12 objects that we had to find in the house within 10 minutes including a musical instrument ( and play it) and a photo of the participants
as a baby. Prizes were awarded for the most original or inventive objects.
Vince decided that the Read’s music box in the shape of a grand piano and
Elisa Bisley dressed as a Christmas Pudding were the worthy winners. Andy B
also won the overall prize for rapidly producing a potato ( You had to be there ! )
We then had a draw open to all the participants for a chance to win free membership to the Woking RA next year. Bryan “Jacko” Jackson had allocated each
attending member a number and then using an online random number generator
deemed that Rick Cogger was the evenings winner.
After a short break to refresh glasses etc there was a general discussion around
the recent Surrey FA Referee Development Zoom evening for which participants
were required to pay £5 for the privilege of attending. Brian Reader informed the
meeting that apparently only 45 referees attended. This was compared with the
500 plus who listened in to the RA Zoom evening with Howard Webb last month.
However Jackie and Eliza Bisley who both attended (2 for the price of 1 said
Jackie) thought the presentations were very good.
Jacko explained about the proposed Centenary Club monthly “raffle” to boost
funds for our forthcoming proposed 100 year celebration (2027) . More info to
follow in the New year.
Andy closed the meting at 10.20pm
P.S The answer to the opening question?
8
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Happy New Year to you all and I hope you have still managed a half decent
Christmas.
For those that do not know me, I have been a referee for the last 32 years and
a tutor (now developer) for the last 9 (enjoyed the great company of Pat,
Vince, Andy and Gareth on the courses) and from this I started keeping match
clips and examples for reference and it has continued and thought I should do
something with them.
So in the spirit of starting a new 2021, unfortunately you have me back with
another one of my presentations. The shame is that it won’t be in person as
always enjoy visiting you all at Woking and will miss Vince and Andy arguing in
the flesh!!
This year’s one is “You are the VAR!” – a spin on the old you are the ref cartoon, but a up to date version based on the style of presentation from last year.
For those that missed last year, it was “WWDD – What Would Dermot Do”
and it was 6 clips for your groups to make a decision on, a bit of debate and
then what would Dermot Gallagher Do.
This year, I can’t let the VAR get away, hope you enjoy it

Steve
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Welcome to our Centenary Club – a great way for you to support the Society by
helping build up funds towards the Society Centenary in 2027, while having a bit
of a flutter!
Here’s how it works:
50% of the money raised by the Centenary Club supports the Society’s Centenary fund and the other 50% is used as prize money for members. For example. If
100 members take part, the monthly prize is £100.
We draw the winning numbers each month at that month’s Society meeting. The
first draw will take place in March 2021.
Each number costs £2.
To join our Centenary Club, please set up a standing order for £2 a month, beginning February 2021, for each number bought. We will then allocate a number
to you and enter you into the monthly draw. The maximum amount of numbers
you may purchase is 5. All participants must be over 16.
If you win, the prize money will be transferred to your bank account or a cheque
be posted to your home address within one week of the draw and the name of
the winner published by email and in the Warbler. Unless you prefer to remain
anonymous
If you have any questions, please contact Bryan Jackson on 07590281101or
email centenaryclub@wokingreferees.co.uk
Thank you in advance for your support. We will be sending out further details
and application forms in the new year.
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F.A. Challenge Trophy 2nd Round
Corinthian-Casuals FC (First Team) v Hemel Hempstead Town FC (First
Team)
Assistant Referee: Shawn Barclay
Surrey County Junior Cup
Worplesdon v Lightwater Res
Ref Carl Jones
Surrey Senior Cup
Redhill v Guildford
Assistant Referee ; Declan Wyatt
Saturday 19th December
EFL League One
Shrewsbury Town vs Sunderland
AR: Andy Bennett
Saturday 26th December
EFL League One
Portsmouth vs Swindon Town
4th Official: Andy Bennett
Tuesday 29th December
EFL League Two
Stevenage vs Cambridge Utd
AR: Andy Bennett
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OFFSIDES – AR OR VAR?
‘What about the offside for the arm sticking out’ was the reply when I playfully
chided a Leeds supporter about their 4 -1 defeat by Crystal Palace. I had to admit
that I had fallen asleep during Match of the Day, so I decided to catch up on
iPlayer. He was quite right, Patrick Bamford’s arm was sticking out, pointing to
where he wanted the ball played by his teammate, who dutifully obliged for Bamford to score an exquisite goal. Not so, said the referee after consulting his pitch
side monitor.
The offside couldn’t have been given for the outstretched arm, for the offside law
is quite clear, ‘the hand and arm of all players is not considered for offside’. The
Premier League referees know this as well as we do and also that level is onside.
However, I kept looking at the VAR still picture of the incident and bearing mind
that the VAR camera was not in line with the play, and seldom is, I couldn’t make
up my mind, so I thought what is VAR for?
What finally convinced Sepp Blatter, then President of FIFA, that technology was
needed at the higher levels of the game?. It was Fank Lampard’s obvious but disallowed goal in the England v Germany game at the 2010 World Cup. That only
needed goal line technology but it was decided to go further with VAR, pioneered
by the Royal Dutch Football Association. This was to be used only in limited occasions where the referee may have made a mistake and just for goal/no goal,
penalty/no penalty. direct Red Card, or mistaken identity. We were told the mistake had to be ‘clear and obvious’.
My next thought was why do we have an offside Law? Offside has been with us
as long as organised football. It was in The Rules of Association Football, drawn
up by the newly formed FA in 1863, rule 6, although it was called ‘out of play’.
Over the years it has become less restrictive but let’s face it, there is only one
reason for the offside law. It is designed to stop goal hanging, that is one or more
players staying in the opponents penalty area, waiting for long balls to be punted
up field. That would be a dull and boring game with little skill required. The Law is
not there to catch players out by a couple of possible centimetres.
The PGMO assistant referees have a wonderful record, high in nineties percent, in getting offsides correct, and as anyone who has
run the line will tell you and I’ve run a few,
you must be level with the second last defender to be certain it is offside. So let’s
leave it to them, the ARs and not the VARs.
Except of course, it should be like the Frank
Lampard blunder, a mistake clear and obvious.
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Letters to the Editor
Hi Mac,
Thought I would tell you about my “not quite a plum”
A week or so back on a Sunday, I was appointed to ref a
ladies game at Abbey Rangers in the Southern Region League , K.O at 2pm
The night before I got a call from Abbey asking, as I'm down there, could I ref a
game at 10am.
“Sure no problem” I said “ what are the details?”
Turns out it was an under 8s game with 4 ten minute “halves”.
It's been a good few years since I've done a game at that age group but between the children, the parents and the coaches what a laugh and a great morning.
It was more teaching then refereeing and with having to placate a little lad crying because he wasn’t winning and quite a few tying of shoe laces, it was just
like some of the adult games I've refereed.!!
But much more fun
And I got a slice of chocolate cake at the end.!!.
Kind regards and a Happy New Year
Carl Jones
*************************************
Hi Mac
If you have a spare space, and nothing better to publish, here is some humour
at my own expense.
I should let members know I have left leafy Surrey, after 32 years, and moved to
the seaside at Selsey in West Sussex, although I will remain a member of the
society.
I am getting used to country life and tried to find my way around the new bus
routes juggling with an old peoples bus pass (that I am not used to) as well as a
mask. I did my best in negotiating my way into Chichester when in checking I
had everything right I apologised to the driver as I got on the bus as I could not
think what I had done with my mask which seemed to have disappeared. The
driver assured me that everything was in order as I was actually wearing it.
Oh dear.
Hamish
All that fresh sea air is obviously getting to you Hamish. Hope you enjoy your
new life by the seaside.
Mac
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Tolerance - A Major Requisite in Refereeing
When faced recently with the task of answering the question Tolerance - has it
any place in refereeing?' I was somewhat taken aback that the question should
ever have been posed. That it was posed was certainly a function of the environment in which it arose - but that is another matter!
But let me state my position clearly and unequivocally at the outset. Not only do
I believe that tolerance is desirable but it is absolutely essential and unavoidable.
Any simple definition of tolerance will include words along the lines 'a willingness to endure, permit or allow: a capacity to tolerate'. These words immediately indicate that the personal preferences of any particular referee (on any
particular day) play an important role in his decision making. This naturally
leads to the concept of tolerance level which like 'in the opinion of the referee' is
one of those intangible things which is often associated by the ignorant and uncaring with 'inconsistency in referees'.
But tolerance should not be confused with opinion. In my view tolerance is all
about how far a referee will allow divergence from the letter of the law, e.g. dissent - how far will he allow players to dispute decisions before he takes action?
Time wasting - how long will he allow the goalkeeper to collect and place the
ball for a goal kick. In other words there is a time interval involved over which to
come to a judgement. On the other hand opinion is all about taking a yes/no decision at that moment, e.g. was the tackle a foul - yes or no? Was the player
seeking to gain an advantage in an offside position - yes or no?
Although there are differences between these two concepts, there is also one
broad similarity. In common with referees' opinion, tolerance levels will vary
from one referee to another, and even from match to match for any given referee. If he is happy and just had a pay rise or promotion, his tolerance level is
likely to be high. On the other hand if his wife has just left him and he has
pranged his car, his tolerance level is going to be much lower and he may not
treat those small things in the same beneficent light he might in other games.
Hence whether he likes it or not, the particular tolerance level of a referee will
play a major part in his decision making - it is unavoidable. Moreover, it should
play an important role, and referees should make an effort to tailor their tolerance level to the type and temperature of the game.
After all, tolerance is really the key mechanism by which a referee can transform a game. It will enable him to switch from rigid adherence to the letter of the
law to the sensible use of the spirit of the law.
Soccer is a physical game which always arouses all sorts of human passions,
and an understanding of the situation, of what the players are trying to achieve,
of what they feel, and the skill level involved, will make the game far more enjoyable to all concerned. If the referee displays no tolerance and sticks rigidly to
the letter of the law, the game can become a staccato affair, can generate irritation in players and spectators and consequential dissent, and will be far less enjoyable all round. Tolerance is therefore both desirable and essential.
14
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If tolerance is so important, let us quickly look at some of the areas in which it
plays a major part in the referee's decision making, and just as importantly
whether any of those decisions will vary with the level of the match? I believe
they will and it is the duty of the referee to tailor his tolerance level accordingly.
The Ground
When the referee arrives at a ground his tolerance level is immediately called
upon with respect to the suitability of the field of play. Is the weather really bad
enough to postpone the game? Are the lines marked well enough? Do they have
facilities to remark them? Are those holes in the net really bad enough to insist
on repairing them? Is the goalkeeper's jersey really so similar to the opposition's
shirts to insist he changes? It's probably the only one he has anyway!
During play
Here tolerance is again tested on numerous technical offences. How many
yards will he allow the thrower to 'steal' at the throw-in? How much encroachment will he endure? Will he insist on precise positioning of the ball at freekicks? Again appropriate tailoring of the tolerance level is essential.
Disciplinary action
Probably the area in which tolerance is most noticeable is that which precedes
disciplinary action. How much dissent will the referee allow before cautioning?
What level and type of potentially foul or abusive language will he endure? What
constitutes persistence in foul play - two, three or four incidents?
Officials
The referee must also exercise tolerance in respect of his linesmen. Are they
club linesmen? What is their experience? What is their state of mind? Were their
instructions clear enough? What about the trainer who believes his injured
player has been unfairly tackled and is certainly going to let the referee know,
probably as a loud aside to the player? Once again adjustment of tolerance level
is crucial.
Regarding the last point, a salutary thought is that tolerance in refereeing is a
two-way thing. If the referee has to be tolerant of the players, linesmen and club
officials, they too must be tolerant of him. After all, the referee is human, he will
make mistakes, and he will be different from last week's official. But he is still
doing his best under difficult circumstances.
So finally, I return to my original submission -1 believe that not only is toler-ance
in a referee desirable, it is essential and unavoidable. Referees must learn to
judge appropriate tolerance levels and to tailor their own level to the requirement
off the particular match in hand.
Brian Richards
The above first appeared in the Second Referee’s Digest June 1994
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Adie Awaits With Anticipation.
We suddenly find ourselves in another unknown predicament with the majority of
Surrey now in a Tier 4 situation. This is obviously a very difficult time with Christmas plans put on hold or cancelled and the sadness of not being able to spend
time with loved ones. To a certain degree Diane and I count ourselves fortunate
to live in the Waverley Borough under the Tier 2 restriction. That said we are
keeping ourselves safe and almost treating the whole way of life as Tier 4. I
know I have said this before but I find the rule of thumb is that if it does not feel
safe then it probably isn’t.
The one thing that most of you are wondering is what the football will be like and
will we have any in January. That is one I currently cannot answer. We have online League Management meetings over the Christmas break so I should have
some news for you when I get it.
The good news is the vaccination programme looks good and once the Oxford
vaccine is approved we should see some improvement in the situation. It will
take time. I think we all accept that but the people I am talking to who are involved with the programme are being very optimistic. I can assure you that as
soon as I am offered the jab I will have it, the same way as I do with the flu jab.
The weather has been somewhat inclement since I have been on my long Christmas break but when I can I have been pottering around the garden. Enthusiastically pruning and raking up the somewhat saturated leaves. Amazingly it has
been so mild that the October pruned fuchsias are actually sprouting again and
there are flower buds on them.
Many of us have ordered our Christmas gifts on-line. Sensible, as it avoids going
into shops and spreading the Covid 19 even if you are masked, gloved and distancing. I don’t know what experiences you guys
have had but mostly mine have been good. One
was not so. I won’t give out the name but they
tried to deliver at 1pm on a weekday and claimed
nobody was in. Err yeah right. Some of us actually work for a living and perhaps some warning
of delivery date would have been appreciated.
After countless (unanswered) e-mails I phoned
up. It appears the distribution company took it
back to the company (nice of them to let me
know). They now assure me it will be re-sent – I
await with anticipation.
Stay Safe and have a very peaceful New Year

Adie
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Scots Tory leader Douglas Ross missed vital lockdown
meeting to be linesman at Ibrox
By Paul Hutcheon Political Editor, Daily Record

The MP, who earns about £445 for a top-flight match, was absent from a party
leaders’ summit as a result of his second job running the line at football games.
Scottish Tory leader Douglas Ross has sparked fury by missing a vital lockdown briefing because he was working as an assistant referee at Ibrox.
The MP, who earns about £445 for a top-flight match, was absent from a party
leaders’ summit as a result of his second job running the line at football games.
His Holyrood stand-in, ex-leader Ruth Davidson, represented
the Conservatives at the First Minister’s briefing – which was called to discuss
the Scottish Government’s response to the spread of a new strain of Covid-19.
A spokesman for Ross said he was only alerted to the invite at half-time during
Saturday’s Rangers v Motherwell match.
But Scottish Labour leader Richard Leonard said Ross should not have made
himself unavailable at such a vital time for the country.
Leonard said: “This is another case of double jobbing by Douglas Ross.
“His unavailability is another example of why he should give it up and why the
practice of second jobs should be outlawed.”
A spokesman for Ross said: “Douglas received an email from the First Minister’s
office at 1.52pm and a call at 3.27pm. He was already preparing for the game
and he was alerted to the messages at half-time.
“Nobody expects him to carry a mobile every minute of the day.
“By any reasonable assessment, Ruth
Davidson is more than a capable replacement, given that she led the
party for the best part of a decade and
still leads the Scottish Conservative
group at Holyrood.
“Weaponising Covid solely to score
cheap political points is low.”
Ross has refused to give up his parttime job as a linesman – which has
earned him more than £30,000 since
2018.
Via Mal Davies
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Referees & Abuse: 'Massive rise in mental health
support requests'
By Ben CroucherBBC Sport

There has been a "massive" increase in the number of amateur football referees seeking support because of some players behaving like "caged animals"
after the first coronavirus lockdown, says a charity.
Martin Cassidy, chief executive of Ref Support UK, is concerned for officials'
mental health and fears many will not return to grassroots sport after the pandemic.
"This small minority is affecting it," said Cassidy. "This small minority is getting
bigger and bigger. Post-lockdown, they're coming out of it like caged animals.
"People are threatening referees over throw-ins now, that never used to happen. Real aggression is coming out on social media and on the ground.
"We're worried for the game. Demand for our service has increased year on
year. The biggest significant increase has been since we restarted after lockdown.
"Over all the previous years, there is no four-month period that has matched it
with three in five experience abuse every two games'
Cassidy's concerns come alongside a separate piece of research by the University of Portsmouth which found three in five referees they spoke to in England said they experienced verbal or physical abuse every couple of games.
The research - collated in a new book, Referees, Match Officials & Abuse also found 93.7% of match officials they interviewed said they have experienced verbal abuse - higher than other sports such as cricket (56.5%) and
rugby union (53.7%), and significantly higher than in other European countries.
Dr Tom Webb, co-author of the book, told BBC Sport: "Abuse is still a significant issue, probably the biggest in refereeing. Mental health within referees is
intrinsically tied to abuse."
According to the Football Association, which governs the game in England,
assaults occur in 0.007% of matches, approximately two a week.
An FA spokesperson told BBC Sport: "We work alongside our County FA network to offer all referees in their local area appropriate support.
"Each County FA has a point of contact for all referees, commonly a referee
development officer, who provides guidance, coaching and advice - for both
on and off the field of play - and can support any grassroots referee who requires help and guidance on mental health matters."
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Joshua Weller, 21, has not picked up his whistle for more than 18 months.
Following constant verbal abuse and an incident in a men's game in which he
was headbutted and spat at when he was 18 years old, he has taken a break.
"It's such a clearer picture. You can get on with your week without having to
worry about what is going to happen at the weekend," he said.
"The verbal abuse just comes from kick-off. It's not just the players - it's the parents, it's supporters and it doesn't make it nice to be there.
"It sticks with you. You wake up the next day and you still feel rubbish."
Weller says the professional game has to be tackled first in order for amateur
referees to be better treated.
"They see the professionals on TV and the referees abused by those players
and nothing gets done," he added.
What are the figures?
Of the 2,056 referees in England surveyed in Webb's research, more than nine
in 10 said they had been verbally abused, with 59.7% experiencing some form
of abuse every two games.
According to 2018 data from the FA, reports of assault fell by 45%, while
"threatening" behaviour dropped by 19%.
And the body says since it introduced sin-bins into grassroots football in 2019,
whereby players leave the field for a period of time for dissent, there was a 23%
reduction in such instances.
What action is being taken?
The FA is piloting a mental health champion scheme, where about 20 individuals will be trained to "support referees with mental health problems to stay in the
game".
This is in addition to the FA's existing Respect campaign and the Heads Up initiative, promoted by the Duke of Cambridge.
All match officials have also been sent additional guidance in how to deal with
stress and look after their mental health.

The above appeared on the BBC
Sport Website and was sent to me
by Paul Gorringe
Has anyone received the aforementioned “additional guidance” ?
Mac
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THE GAME OF THREE HALVES
SUNDERLAND, SEPTEMBER 1894

On the first day of the 1894-5 soccer season Sunderland were at home to
Derby County. The official referee, Mr Kirkham, was late. The game started
with a deputy in charge, later named as John Conqueror of Southwick. The
two teams played for 45 minutes and then Mr Kirkham arrived. What should
he do?
Mr Kirkham made an incredible decision. He offered Derby County, who were
losing 3-0, the option of starting again. Naturally they took it. Two more halves
followed, and the game became known as 'the game of three halves'.
Derby were captained by England international John Goodall, who lost the
toss twice. Derby were forced to kick against a strong gale for the first two
halves. But the biggest panic was among the pressmen present at the game.
They had already despatched messages all over the country to the effect that
Sunderland were winning 3-0 at half-time. Fortunately, Derby obliged by conceding three more goals during the second first half.
Perversely, the decision to start the game de novo probably favoured Sunderland more than Derby. After kicking against the wind for 90 minutes the visiting players were, to say the least, weary. Sunderland scored five more in the
third half. The result was recorded as an 8-0 win although Sunderland had
scored 11 goals during the three halves. A pattern was set for the season.
Sunderland sailed to their third Football League Championship, while Derby
were fortunate to hang on to their First Division status.
The 'game of three halves' assumed a legendary place among the folklore of
Derby County players, none more than England International goalkeeper Jack
Robinson, who conceded 11 goals that afternoon. Robinson had previously
boasted that he would never concede 10 goals in a game (adding as a joke
that he would come out of goal when the opposition reached 9) and his teammates debated whether the Sunderland game counted as 8 or 11.
Robinson explained the debacle by his failure to eat rice pudding before the
match at Sunderland - the only time he missed with his superstition. 'No pudding, no points,' Robinson would tell his team-mates, who would go to great
lengths to indulge their temperamental goalkeeper.
One day at Burnley, when a hotel waitress announced the rice pudding was
“off” John Goodall went searching for an hour before he came up with a plate
of something which would pass for the same dish. Derby County won at
Burnley that day, and they played just two halves.
Taken from “Footballs Strangest Matches” by Andrew Ward
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You might need to sing the song !!!
Just an Italian Thought
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

When in Rome, exactly what is it that I'm supposed to do that Romans do?
Is the leaning tower of Piza a listed building?
Is there a magic roundabout in Florence or is it the other way around?
If you're in the motor car manufacturing centre of Italy. Which city is it Turin?
If Ravioli is pasta parcels, do you have to wait for the music to stop to eat it?

Coleman Balls (thanks to Brian Reader for some of these)
That pass was feet away from being inch-perfect".
Lian Bradford, BBC Manchester.
"He's taken to it like a duck out of water".
Sam Allerdyce, Quest TV.
"With Maradona it wasn't a case of if he died, but when".
Jimmy Burns, Radio 5 Live
"Jurgen Klopp, with a handshake through gritted teeth".
Darren Fletcher, BT Sport.
“The last player to score a hat-trick in a cup final was Stan Mortenson. He
even had a final named after him - the Matthews final”
Lawrie McMenemy
“Obviously for Scunthorpe it would be a nice scalp to put Wimbledon on their
bottoms” Dave Bassett
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Pitch Inspections
As we move into the depths of winter, it is likely that referees will be required to
conduct pitch inspections. This can often lead to difficult decisions, especially
for newly qualified officials, and occasionally tense conversations between the
match officials and club representatives. I have compiled the following advice in
order to make the process more efficient, but also to ensure that the rationale
for the decision is explained in clear terms, for the benefit and safety of players,
match officials and spectators.
Before the game:

Consult the weather forecast at least 48 hours prior to the game. If
there is a forecast for heavy rain or freezing temperatures, it is good
practice to contact the home club secretary to ascertain if an early inspection may be required. This provides time to contact a local official
if required by competition rules.

Consider the departure time of the away team when agreeing the proposed time of any pitch inspection.

Ensure that there is an agreed method of communication on the day of
the game. If a local referee is doing the inspection, exchange contact
details.
Conducting the inspection:

The inspection of the playing area should be conducted by the match
official(s) without any influence from club representatives.

Always adopt a professional appearance when completing the inspection. This includes changing into appropriate sportswear and football
boots in order to gain a true representation of what it would be like to
play on the surface.

If there is surface water accumulating on areas of the pitch, it is important to take a ball out to test the bounce and whether it will roll freely
through these areas.

In the event of concerns about a frozen pitch, it is important to remember that the maximum temperature is often around midday. Consult the
weather forecast to check on projected temperatures.

Be aware of the equipment and personnel available at the home club if
there is the possibility of improving one area of the pitch.

If both clubs appear to have significant concerns about the safety of
the playing conditions, it is strong indication that play should not take
place.
Conveying the results of the inspection:

Ensure that representatives of both teams are available when you announce the results of the inspection.

It is worth taking photos of any areas that are unfit for play.

Inform the appropriate league representative and the referees’ secretary in the event of a postponement.

Complete necessary paperwork as soon as possible, indicating the areas of the pitch that are unfit.
Thanks to Simon Parbury writing in The Chiltern Referee
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MURPHY’S MEANDERINGS
It was the early eighties and I was running the line at a Football League first division match. The ground was wet and the lines well used because most referees
ran the same diagonal. It was muddy on top but hard underneath and consequently very slippery. Play was up the other end of the pitch and I was on the
halfway line level with the last defender. A long ball was played deep into my
half and an attacker and a defender chased after it. I sprinted down the line
keeping up with them. The goalkeeper, racing to the edge of his penalty area,
beat them both to it and kicked the ball back up field.
I tried to stop but did so too quickly and my legs went from underneath me. I slid
down the touchline on my backside and my legs went either side of the corner
flag. As I reached the corner flag I was slowing down and the inside of my leg
caught the flag pole spinning me round to face back up field. The whole incident
was over in a matter of seconds and, uninjured, I was able to get up quickly and
start running back to regain my position. There was a lot of comment and laughter from the crowd as I went down the line and I have to admit that, being able to
see the funny side of it, there was a broad smile on my face as well.

Tony Murphy

AshTaxis
6 Seater Taxi
Airports , Docks, Social Functions

Competitive Prices
24 hours by appointment
Contact —Colin Barnett on
Tel.
01252 328957
Fax
01252 654811
Mob 07831 404 066
E-mail cbarnett5978184@aol.com
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Willy the ‘Red Card’ Referee
New Year Resolutions
I have experienced the following in the previous twelve months.
Players, managers please note!!





























Sending match details late in the week or not at all
No welcome when we enter the club house
Expecting the officials to change in a broom cupboard
Change the kick off time but not inform the referee
Players arriving late causing a late kick off
Not offering a pre-match cup of tea
Not offering a drink at half time
Not offering hospitality after the match
Substitutes not willing to be an assistant
Having to be ask for the team sheet and match ball…… repeatedly
Wearing white socks on top of the main sock
Both goalkeepers wearing the same colour shirts
Players referring to rules and not the laws
Not accepting the referees decision
Expecting yellow cards to be produced then not happy when you do
‘Sorry Ref but I never heard your whistle’
‘But Ref, I won the ball’
‘Ref, that was my first one’
Keeping the officials waiting for the match fee
Spectators only stepping back as the assistant referee runs towards them
Players reminding you that you cautioned them in a previous match
Substitutes entering the fop before they have been checked by the AR
Players amazement when they are cautioned for a reckless challenge
Sin binned players telling you its ‘ten minutes’ when only seven have
passed
Managers who blame the referee because their team lost
Players not wanting to shake your hand after the game
Players/Managers not wanting to talk to you in the club house after the
game
With no assistants expecting us to get every offside right
What would you like to add to the list?

Willy the ‘Red Card’ Ref
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From Private Eye Colman Balls 2
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From whistles to watches,
flags to record cards, shirts to
socks, Gareth’s got the lot.
Help support the society and
make sure you give Gareth a
call for all your refereeing needs
garethheighes@btinternet.com 07707 118446

Price List
Score pads- £1.50
Referee cards set- £1.50
Referee cards- 50p each
Pump- £3.50
Pressure gage- £3.50
Pump needle- £1.50
Lanyards - £3
Flags- £4.50
Woking RA Polo Shirt - £12
Woking RA Hoodie - £18
Surrey FA badge- £4
Referee socks- £2.50
Various Donated Nike Referee Kit and Training Gear
(make me an offer)
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Referees Wanted
for the

Farnham & District Sunday
Veterans League

If you are interested
Please call
Colin on 01252 328 953
Or Linda on 01276 512 735

Advice on the prevention of
Stalking and Harassmentment
Hamish Brown MBE
Retired Scotland Yard Detective Inspector
UK’s leading authority on stalking and harassment. Hamish has been
personally requested by high profile individuals and organisations to:
Advice and Lecture on this specialist subject
Website: www.hamishbrownmbe.com
Email: Hamish@hamishbrownmbe.com
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MURPHY’S MEANDERINGS
Although I was no longer refereeing, I still liked to keep my hand in and knew
that there was a need for assistant referees locally in February and March. This
was when the local leagues played all their cup semi-finals and they liked to use
three officials for each game. Consequently, I put my name forward and officiated at about twelve or thirteen games, Saturday and Sunday, during these
months. On this occasion, I had been appointed to the Basingstoke Saturday
senior cup semi-final which was being played at a local park. There were six
pitches but mine was the only pitch being used that day, a sign of the times for
local football.
I had never met the other two officials and, after introductions, the referee asked
me if I had ever come across either of the two teams. I said I hadn’t and he told
me that the away team had a bad reputation both on and off the field. They could
play good football but were ill disciplined and lacked respect for authority and
even when winning had players with quick tempers who could turn nasty in a
split second. They were a pub side and a small band of supporters, who could be
rowdy and aggressive, followed them to all their games.
As we approached the pitch, we could see that the supporters of both teams had
taken up positions on the same touchline but in different halves. It wasn’t hard to
tell which was which. At one end there were about twelve people, reasonably
quiet, whilst at the other there were about thirty or so spectators shouting and
yelling amongst themselves and at the players.
When giving his instructions the referee had told us that we were to run right
wings. I was to take the nearside line, which was in front of the away team supporters, with the away team’s attack. From the start they were the better side but
despite having most of the play were unable to score. As half time approached,
they were beginning to get frustrated and angry exchanges were starting to occur between their players. Their supporters were also becoming unsettled and
there were several uncomplimentary comments shouted at the players. Like all
spectators on this type of ground they tended to stand along the touchline but as
their team were attacking the goal in front of them, they could see clearly and
were happy to get back when I asked them.
The second half continued in the same vein but with the failure to score the arguments between the away players became more frequent. They had now started
to argue more and more with the referee and their opponents and their play had
become very physical. The referee was doing his best but could do nothing right
according to the away team and he was struggling to maintain control. When the
away team attacked down the other end the spectators on the touchline would
try to get a better view and continually encroached onto the pitch. I asked them
to keep back so I could see but they ignored me and some were openly abusive.
Many of them were now walking around drinking cans of beer and their team’s
failure to score had increased their frustration. There were lots of aggressive and
insulting comments, accompanied by bad and foul language, aimed at both their
team and opponents, and their mood was intimidating.
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I was on my own with an angry crowd around and behind me, and being unable
to see what they were doing made me feel vulnerable and uncomfortable. The
referee was now experiencing serious problems with the players and his efforts
were solely concentrated on trying to keep control of the game. So, not wishing
to add to them, I kept a low profile and, doing my job as best as I could in the
circumstances, ran a line inside the field of play assisting the referee from there.
As we approached the later stages of the game one incident changed everything. A home player caught the away team by surprise, running onto a long ball
down the middle. The full back in front of me ran twenty yards across the pitch to
try to cut him off but, unable to do so, launched himself at the player two footed
feet first bringing him down from the side. He then got up and, showing no sympathy, complained that his opponent was exaggerating his injury. Several home
players had run to the scene complaining, and the away player started trying to
hit one of them but was fortunately restrained by a colleague. He was dismissed
and, joining his supporters on the touchline, was given a can of beer and his
tracksuit top.
Playing against a team one player short who were badly organised and ill disciplined, only wanting to argue with everything and everyone, the home team took
control and five minutes before the end scored the winning goal. Immediately all
heart went out of both the away team and their supporters, who started to drift
away. At the final whistle both the home team and the officials stayed behind on
the pitch for a few minutes to allow for things to clear before making their way
back to the changing rooms.
*******************************************

Reading about the problems referees have had with supporters reminds me of a
situation which occurred when I was refereeing a Hampshire County league
match in the seventies. The home team won the game by three goals to one and
there were no problems. However, I did disallow a fourth goal late in the game. It
was a straightforward decision accepted by all players without comment.
To get to the officials changing room we had to pass alongside the stand. As we
did so, an old lady leant out of the stand and started hitting me on the head with
an umbrella screaming and shouting about the disallowed fourth goal. The Secretary was quickly on hand and grabbed the old lady allowing us to get to the
changing room. After the game an embarrassed Secretary explained that she
had been a lifelong supporter of the club but as she had got older, she had got
more cantankerous. Consequently, they had given her a free season ticket in
the stand to keep her out of trouble but, unfortunately, she still had her moments.

Tony Murphy
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WARBLER REFERENCE GUIDE
THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
www.TheFA.com

Wembley Stadium, Wembley, London HA9 0WS
0800 169 1863

FA Refereeing Department
National Managers
“name”@theFA.com

Neale Barry ; Head of Senior Referee Development

Surrey County Football Association
www.surreyfa.com

Meadowbank Football Ground, Mill Lane, Dorking
Surrey, RH4 1DX 01372 384190

Referee Development Officer

Brent Pettit Tel: 01372 387 094
Email: Brent.Pettit@SurreyFA.com

The Referees’ Association
www.the-ra.org
contact@the-ra.org
Tel 024 7642 0360

1c Bagshaw Close
Ryton on Dunsmore
Warwickshire
CV8 3EX

Surrey County Referees Association
Honorary Secretary

Brian Reader 01483 480651
ramblingref@gmail.com

Guildford & Woking Alliance League
Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Surrey County Intermediate League
(Western) Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Suburban League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Dave Goater
dave.gosubrefs@outlook.com

Combined Counties League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Philip Nash 07951 415046
assistantreferees@combinrdcountiesleague.co.uk

Mid Week Isthmian Youth League
Referee and Assistants Secretary

Roger Wells 07723 304332 roger.wells99@outlook com

Camberley & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Richard Harris 07708 813978 (m),
richard@harris-net.co.uk

Surrey & Hants Border Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Bob Dick 07803 007233
bobmdick@btinternet..com

Farnham & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Colin Barnett 01252 328953
cbarnett5978184@aol.com

Surrey Elite Intermediate Football League Richard Brum 07956 185602
richard.brum@sky.com
Referees’ Secretary
Surrey Youth League
Referees’ Secretary
U16 - U18s Stephen Brown

referees@wsyl.org.uk

Surrey Primary League
Referees Secretary

Tim Wilson / Mo Sher
referees@surreyprimaryleague.com

Middlesex County FA
Www.middlesexFA.com

Rectory Park, Ruislip Rd, Northolt, Middlesex UB5 5FA
0208 515 1919

Hampshire County FA
Www.hampshireFA.com

Winklebury Football Complex, Winklebury Way
Basingstoke, RG23 8BF 01256 853000

Berks and Bucks County FA
Www.berksandbucksFA.com
London FA
Www.londonFA.com

mcfcfan@btinternet.com

1, Kimber Road, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1SG
Tel: 01235 558450
11, Hurlingham Business Park, Sullivan Rd Fulham
London SW6 3DU 0207 610 8360

